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Introduction

Abstract
This proposal aims to investigate an extensive role of Bangkok’s
canal system that can potentially serve as a climate-adaptive and
multi-functional infrastructure to help address the city’s
environmental issues and to support the complex social needs.
Together with municipal hydrological systems, the canals can
mitigate flooding, land-subsidence and sea level rise while
regaining lost cultural functions specific to Thai ways of living
with water in both a contemporary context and future scenarios.
The investigation focuses on Saen Saeb canal as a primary study
area which is historically one of the most important canals at the
heart of downtown of Bangkok that connects Chao Phraya River
and Bang Pakong River in Chachoengsao Province; it
encompasses different transects of the capital city and context
conditions form in the urban core to the periphery area. Relying
on the fact that Bangkok is a delta city, this project has
strategically turned the issues of flooding and land subsidence
common in this kind of terrain into opportunities for social and
cultural improvements by rethinking the relationship between
canal and adjacent open spaces as flood mitigation tools and
reconnects people to canal-scape, which can establish long-term
strategies for the city to live with water. The study of the dynamic
relationships between water, city, people and canal tectonics
have been proposed as adaptive strategy that provides the
diverse public realms, hydrological functions, and could be apply
as rational principles applications for the other canals of the city.
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Objective of Study
- To understand and explore the potential of canal developments and
adjacent open spaces in order to improve the future roles of canals in a
Bangkokian’s modern lifestyle under environmental change conditions
in terms of hydrological and ecological functions
- To understand the current water management system of Bangkok
and its limitations to propose a new water management system
- To explore and apply the theory of unboundedness to future
development scenarios
- To study and explore the opportunity of urban fabrics and also
open-spaces along the canals in order to find potential areas to serve
and to re-create the relationship between the canal, people and city
providing diverse public realms

Proposal and Goal
The re-creation of the canal as adaptive multi-functional infrastructure
is not only the strategy to improve the existing infrastructure under
the extreme environmental change and sea level rise conditions but
also benefits on enhance Thai culture ways of living with water.

Background
Bangkok is situated on a low-lying land; therefore, the city is vulnerable to
flooding every year. While the city has been developing towards land-based
settlements, people’s relationships with water (which has long been perceived
as the Thai way of living) have declined. Nevertheless, up until now, the
unbounded quality of space has continued to be the distinctive characteristic
of Thai space; hence flexible and adaptable threshold become the key to
read waterfront space. Over the past century, Bangkok has been transformed
from a water-based to a land-based city. Consequently, the role of the canal
has changed from everyday space for recreation, agriculture, cultural event,
and social activities to an alternative transportation route and drainage. The
increase of bounded space and engineered irrigation system adopted from
the West is in conflict with the Thai traditional ways of living with water and
social-oriented community, resulting in the diminished relationship between
people, canal and also the environment. The occurrence of severe floods
every several years indicates the limitations of the water management system
and problem from sea level rise conditions in the future.
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The goals of this project consist of:
1. To find adaptive design strategies that could improve existing
water infrastructures (canals) under extreme environmental changes,
including (1.1) flood mitigation and (1.2) the problematic of water
management system due to sea level rise,
2. To enhance people’s way of living by providing public spaces for
the city in a 40-year time frame.

Significance
The investigation of canals, water infrastructures of Bangkok with
flooding and land-subsidence provides preliminary findings on the
climate-adaptive infrastructure strategies that can potentially reduce the
current and future risk of the city resulted from environmental and social
changes. The investigation aims to establish a new approach for canal
developments in a contemporary context that can be used as
prototypes for a delta cities to reduce subsidence rates, mitigate floods,
and also serve as public realms.
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Introduction

Research Question
This thesis investigates several strategies for
flood mitigation in Bangkok. It also critiques
single function hydrological infrastructure with
a by two crucial questions which there by set
the goals of this project:

01
How can canal play multiple roles
of mitigating flooding, retaining,
recharging and draining water at
the same time ?

02
How can landscape design become
a tool to create public spaces that
connect people and water?
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Chapter One

Understanding Bangkok

Understanding Bangkok

“The highways of Bangkok are not
streets or roads, but the river and the
canals. Boats are the universal means
of conveyance and communication.
Except about the palaces of the king,
horses and carriages are rarely seen,
and the sedan of the Chinese appears
unknown in Siam: but a boat is a
necessary part of every person’s
household… every rank and condition
has its boat plying in endless activity,
night and day, on the surface of the
Meinam water.”

- Bowring, 1969, p.142 -
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Canal | People
In the past, Bangkok’s canal system was
constructed to mitigate flooding and for
military purpose. Canal and flood
protected the city from enemy during
the monsoon seasons as a part of city
defensive system while also structuring
urban form and urban life through
different purposes such as
transportation, recreation, agriculture,
and trading. As the city urbanized, the
canals lost many of their cultural
functions; and now functioning primarily
as drainage for the city. The building
which used to face canal have turned to
the roadside. Nowadays, most canals
are the remnant dredging corridor from
the past in Bangkok’s urban fabric.

Understanding Bangkok

Bangkok Historical Map | 1960
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Bangkok Historical Map | 1914
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Transportation

Trading

Agriculture

Cultural Events

The Significance of Canal to Bangkok’s People
Throughout the history canal play important roles in Bangkokians’
lifestyle. Boats and waterfront spaces were used as primary
common spaces, transportations and cultural purposes.
Recreation and Utility
26
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Canal Networks Map
The map illustrates the hierarchy of the canal systems of Greater
Bangkok areas and relationship to retention pond areas, drain
tunnels, water gates, and pump stations.
Canal Classification

Main River
Man Made Canal
Perennial Canal
Intermittent Canal

Irrigation Channels

Irrigation Lines

Canal Network
In the period of the reign of Bangkok as the capital city. The
knowledge and principles of living with waters by using rivers
and canals as significant components of the city were
transferred from the previous capital cities, Sukhothai and
Ayutthaya. The early canals were dredged to create an island
which knows as Rattanakosin Island, Inner city to protect the
city like a fortress from an outside enemy. In the period of
expansion, canals were dug to expand the land and provide
water resources for following settlements along the waterways
and agricultural fields. Early urbanization time, canals were
shifted from military reasons to serve as irrigation, utility,
economy and also transportation of the city. Currently, canals
were changed from the dynamic natural cycles to control water
management system by concrete embankments on the canal
edges with water gates and pump stations.

N
0
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Canal Evolution
1782-1804
Beginning Period

1827

Ayuthaya

Ayuthaya

After Bowring Treaty

Creating a city border
for transportation and
city protections

Connecting Bangkok to
Tha Chin River in Nakorn
Pathom and Samuth Sakorn
Provinces, Westside of
Chao Phraya River

Bangkok
Bangkok

1826

Ayuthaya

1853-1910

Before Bowring Treaty

King Rama 5 Period

Expanding the land and
connect to Bang Pakong
River in Chachoengsao
Province.

Dredging flood protection
systems and irrigation
canals in Eastern side of
Chao Phraya river

Bangkok

30

Ayuthaya

Bangkok
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Understanding Bangkok

“Klongs (Canal) abounded.
Bangkok was then known
as the Venice of the East
and the City of Angels.
Someone recently noted
it is now known as the
Vice of the East and the
City of (fallen) Angels.”

Bangkok
Urbanization

- Klausner, 2000b, p.42 -
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Credit: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/travel/travel_news/
article-4302236/Slums-stacked-mansions-skyscrapers.html and
Shutterstock
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Bangkok Urbanization

1800

1888

1974
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1900

1988

1922

2002

1953

2015
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Figure and Ground
Map indicated build and non-build area which emphasizes urban
pattern, density and void of the city. The gradations of highly
urbanized areas on urban core area and less urbanized on the east
side areas.

Agricultural Area

Peripheral Areas

Medium Density
Residential Area

High Density
Residential Area

Mixed-use

Downtown Commercial

Historic Urban Core

Urbanization
From the transitional period in the reign of King Rama V
(1868-1910), the urbanization of the city has transformed
Bangkok into modern city influenced by the western
developments to achieve the goal of “civilization.”
The transportation revolution was the significant catalyst of
the city growth that led to an expansion of urbanized areas
to the north and east of the city. During the transformation
processes, the city has changed from the water-based
settlement (canals oriented) to land-based settlements
(road-oriented) that utilizes the new transportation modes
such as roads, trams and railway systems. Consequently,
the emergence of intermixed characteristics and
superimpositions of the past and the present have led to
an intermingled essence of the city, which has underlined
the distinct characteristics of Bangkok.
(Jirapresertkun C., 2005)
36
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From Water-Based to
Land-Based Settlements
The two photos show the context
around “Mahakarn Ford and
Panfah Lilas Bridge”, “Mahanak
Canal”, and “Banglumpoo Canal”
in different periods, the impact
of urbanization that illustrates the
change of orintations from canal to
road, and natural to constructural
environments.

Face to canal

Face to Road

Credit: http://www.reurnthai.com
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“Bangkok may be the poster child for
the problems created by the absence
of accepted notions of urban form.
In many ways, it matches Koolhaas’s
notion of a rich and unpredictable urban
fabric-Bangkok is all fabric and no form.
It has no discernible land-use pattern,
with sprawl in all directions and
infrastructure that lags well behind
urbanization.
Massive commercial development has
occurred in central areas with minimal
transportation access, and on the
perimeter, urbanization is fast
destroying the city’s prime food
production areas.”

An informal settlement under the expressway along the canal

- Gary Hack, Shaping Urban Form, p.36 -

Credit: Matthijs van Oostrum
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Flooding
As the city located in Chao Praya River Delta and Chao Praya River
Basin, flooding is a primary issue the city has to suffer from on a
regular basis. Flooding in Bangkok can be caused by heavy rainfall
during the monsoon season (June-October) form the northern part
of the city. In 2011, the great flood crisis with more than 52% of
Bangkok affected indicated that the more significant amount of
precipitation than average, and combining with lack of water
management system, resulting in national level catastrophe. The
storm surge rises from the Gulf of Thailand is the significant factor
that blocked the water to flow out of the city to the river and
ocean. The significant impact of the urbanization that created the
greater areas of impervious surfaces, filled canal for new roads,
and also the obstructions of informal settlements along the canal
side have made Bangkok more vulnerable to flood risk. The
research data indicated that the projection of flood problem in
Bangkok is getting worse because of the land subsidence and sea
level rise issues, which change the parameters of the city
elevations and water level both inside and outside the city. In 40
years, 60 percent of the city will be submerged below the sea level
regarding the data projection.
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(Credit: https://www.theatlantic.com/photo/2011/10/bangkokunderwater/100178/)
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Flood Risk Map: Worst Case Scenario

Flooded from Northern part
of the country
Water Management Issues
Heavy Rainfall June to October
Storm Surge from Gulf of Thailand
Impact of Tropical Cyclone
1.00-2.00 Meters
0.50-1.00 Meters
0.20-0.50 Meters
0.10-0.12 Meters

Flood Risk

“WHY”
Bangkok is flooding?
Bangkok’s Flood Factors

High Risk/ Affected
At Risk/ Lightly Affected

Flood 2011 Situation

Evacuation Area
Risk Area
Intensive Monitoring
Monitoring Area
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Water Management Map
Drawing illustrate flow directions of Bangkok canal systems in
regular and flooding season, flood protection system, and flood
way areas

King’s Dike

Chao
Praya’s
Dike

Flood way

Saen Saeb
Canal

Water Management System
The water management system of Bangkok was constructed by
three main elements:
1. Canal network systems that consist of the vertical system that
allows the water to flow in the north-south direction and the
tranverse system that hat allows the water to flow in the eastwest direction
2. Dikes: King’s dike that protect the city from northern flood and
change the water directly into the east-west direction and Chao
Praya dike that protect the city along the riverside.
3. Watergate and pumps that control the water direction, level
and flow system of the canal. On flooding season, canals release
the water out of the city, but they flow in the opposite direction
than in the regular seasons to use the water from Chao Praya
river to dilute the polluted water and improve the water quality in
the urban core area.
Regular
Season Flow

46

Major Flow
(Flooding Season)

Major Flow
(Flooding Season)

Drain Tunnel

Flood Way

Pump Station

N
0
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Submerging Bangkok
Delta City | Land Subsidence

(Photo: http://urbanizehub.com/future-cities-bangkok-sinkingliterally/)
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Land Subsidence

Flood 2011
/100Yr. Flood
Flood 1995
Flood 2010

SLR
2120
2060
2020

Sukhumvit Rd.
EL +0.00

Ramkamhang Rd.
EL + 0.30

Sean Seab Canal

Petchaburi Rd.
EL +0.08

Sri Ayuthaya Rd.
EL +0.60

Rachadamnern Rd.
EL +0.78

Banglumphu Canal

Maharach Rd.
EL +1.50

Chao Phraya River

Arunamarin Rd.
EL +1.60

Charan Sanidwong Rd.
EL +1.27

Bangkok Noi Canal

Petchkaseam Rd.
EL +0.83

Outer Ring Rd.
EL +1.40

Land-Subsidence is another critical issue that needs to be
considered for the city situated in delta areas. In Bangkok, this
problem results primarily from overwhelming water extraction that
has created the voids in aquifer layers and also highly urbanization
that increases the massive infrastructures and buildings on the
Chao Praya river delta soft sandy clay sub-surfaces that increases
the compaction processes to the underground layers. The
evidence and report from Royal Thai Survey departments show
that Bangkok is sinking average 1 inch (2.50 centimeter) per year
in Ramkamhang and Bang-krapi Districts. After the government
launched the groundwater usage policies to control the
groundwater extraction rates in both residential and industry
indicated that the subsidence rates have declined approximately
50 percent from 1981 to 2002. The diagram shows the projective
relationship between city elevation, land subsidence, flood level,
and sea level rise in 100 years.

Focus Site

+ 2.50 Msl.
+ 2.27 Msl.
+ 2.10 Msl

TW+2.50-3.00

EL. 2030

SLR
+ 0.25 Msl.
+ 0.10 Msl.
+ 0.00 Msl.

EL. 2060

50
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Land Subsidence Rate 1981
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Land Subsidence Rate 2002
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Bangkok
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Thonburi
Paknam
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Land-Subsidence Map
The drawing indicates subsidence level of Bangkok in 30 years (1978-2012)
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OPEN SPACE NETWORKS
The open space map indicates the green open spaces in both
public and private properties in urban and peripheral area of
Bangkok. Mostly, the scattered of historic green open spaces
such as Lumpini Park, Benjasiri Park, Benjakiti Park, and Etc. have
served the city as a public park for recreational purposes in
different scales such as neighborhood, district or city scale. While
the new park development that have been constructed in 20
centuries include the storm water management and social needs
as a primary purpose of the park including Patumwananurak Park,
Bang Bon Ecological Park, 100 years Chula Park, or Lan Kila Pat
1, 2 Parks. The investigation shows the isolated green spaces that
scatter throughout the city and also the fragmentation patterns of
urban ecological functions. The disconnected patches of the
green open spaces and water infrastructure have made Bangkok
lost its opportunity of green open spaces that could be used as
the blue and green infrastructure networks as a part of water
management systems.

Public
Open Space

54

Private
Open Space

Major Interaction
Space
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BTS Sky Train and MRT Subway

Saen Saeb Water Taxi

Bus

Don Mueng
Airport

Airport Rail Link

Potential Connection
between Saen Saeb
Canal and future
Subway systems

Interconnection of mass
transit systems

Suwannabhumi
Airport

BRT

Transportation Networks
The mass transit networks in Bangkok consists of bus, boat (only
on Saen Saeb canal), and network of rail system such as BTS
skytrain, MRT subway, Commuter, and Airport Rail link. Currently,
people primarily use bus as a major transportation and also the
private vehicle. As an alternative mode, Boat in Saen Saeb canal
is used by local people mostly during rush hour. Most of mass
transit located in the urban area and surrounding which limited
the capacity to commute people between inner and outer city.
According to Bangkok Mass Transit Master Plan, BMT, the
expansion of the rapid rail system will cover 334.91 Miles in 2029
which potentially cover the whole city area.

Motorbicycle Taxi

N
BTS
Skytrain Line
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MRT
Subway Line

Airport
Link Line

Expressway

Railway
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Chapter Two
Saen Saeb Canal
+ Urban Transects
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Understand Bangkok Through
The “Lens of Unboundedness”
“Reading Thai Places and Spaces”
Over the past century, Bangkok has been transformed from
water-based to a land-based city. Consequently, the role of the
canal has changed from everyday space for recreation, agriculture,
cultural event, and social activities to an alternative transportation
route and drainage. The increase of bounded space and
engineering irrigation system adopted from the West is
contradictory to the Thai traditional ways of living with water and
social-oriented community, resulting in the diminished relationship
between people, canal and also the environment. In other words,
people’s relationships with water (which has long been perceived
as Thai ways of living) have declined. Nevertheless, up until now,
the unbounded quality of space has continued to be the
distinctive characteristics of Thai space; hence flexible and
adaptable threshold becomes the key to read waterfront space.
The concept of ‘unboundedness’ is manifested in many realms and
dimensions of Thai culture, from an observable realm of spatial
organization to an invisible realm of sociopolitical system, and an
interpersonal level of social relationships to an individual level of
perceptions and thoughts. (Jiraprasertkul, 2015, PP.97)’
The core problem of “boundary” terms and concept in the Thai
language which is different from the western understanding.

- Physical terms:
The definitions of a boundary line, border, territory are the limited
line in western understanding but in the perception of Thai people
mean a thick buffer, threshold in between.
- Sociopolitical system:
Thai characteristic can identify as flexible and easy going, mixed
ethics and cultures that become “bounded” by the modernization
process. On the other word, the pattern of social-oriented become
more isolated and independent
- Ways of thinking:
From the long history of using the interrelation of settlement and
water as the part of each other, the perceptions and wisdom of
living with water indicated the core concept of blended Human
nature and super nature. The adaptable and flexible spaces and
activities regarding the different season around the year.
The Thesis applies the concept of unboundedness as a lens to
pursue an understanding of the mixed structure and urban fabrics
of Bangkok which complicated to identify the clear edges and find
the prototypical conditions of the city. Moreover, the theoretical
frameworks of thick thresholds are used to find new territories of
the canals to response with water and people in different period.
61
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The British idea of a boundary
line was identifiable, even though
‘nothing’ was a‘real’ line.

Water-Based Settlement
Social Oriented
Floodable - Flexible - Adaptable
Unbounded

PAST

To the Thai, the ‘boundary’ was
a thick buffer zone without clear
limits – the dividing line did not
need to be visualized. The core
problem was the definition of
terms and concepts of ‘boundary’
in Thai language

Urban Transformation
The transformation of unboundedness quality of
Bangkok to bounded condition through differnt periods
of times. AT the same time, the city has been developed
from water-based to land-based settlements

Land-Based Settlement
Independent
Rigid - Unadaptable
Bounded

- Jiraprasertkul, 2015 -

PRESENT
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Analytical Map of
Flood Repeated Areas
Bangkok has been confronting the flooding issue for centuries.
The usage of groundwater has affected the high sinking rate and
thereby floods. From the different years of floods including 2006,
2010, and 2011 indicated the flood repeated areas of Bangkok
and surrounding provinces. The relationship between canals,
dikes, retention ponds, and open spaces emphasized water
behaviors from the northern part of the city and showed the
distinction of between dryness and wetness areas of the city. The
operations of the King’s dike on the northeast side of the city and
also the Chao Praya’s dikes along the river has diverted the water
runoff from the north to east and west directions in order to drain
out to the lower provinces and the Gulf of Thailand by using the
floodway areas. In some part of Bangkok that showed in flood
caused by a large amount of water that overflows from the dike
systems in the periods of storm surge that water in the canal
system could not flow out of the city.
To deeply investigate this issue, the project focuses on one major
canal in the middle of the city, called Saen Saeb canal as an
experimental platform for this thesis. This canal connects to Chao
Phraya and Bang Pakong river in Cha Cherng Sao Province that
potentially be a primary research area in order to understand the
roles of the canal and also the potential of hydrological
infrastructure to mitigate flooding, contain water, and serve the
city as public realms.

Great Flood 2011
(Highest Flood Level)

Flood 2010
(Average Flood Level)

Flood 2006
(High Flood Level)

Water Gate

Pump Station

Drain Tunnel

Daily Flow
Direction

Flood Season
Flow Direction

Retention Pond

MRT Subway

Airport Rail Link

BTS Sky Train

Public
Open Spaces

Private
Open Spaces

N
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General Condition
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Proposal for Future Canal Systems
and Recharged Spaces

WATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The diagrams show the operations of the water management
system of Bangkok including canal, dikes, pump and Watergate,
drain tunnels, and water resources. The relationship of each
component indicates the flow system of water management and
address the issues of flood and storm surge periods that water
cannot drain out of the city, scenario 1. From the projection of
land subsidence issues and sea level rise, scenario 2 diagram

illustrates the critical situation that the pump station and drain
tunnel could not operate in the future. Accordingly, the retention
spaces are significance to support the water operation system in
order to retain and collect water for the future worst-case
scenario as an additional part of the water management system
of Bangkok.

Water Management Issues
Series of diagrams illustrate the lack of water management
system in different scenarios and the proposal of climate
adaptive infrastructure for future scenario.

Retain the water for storm
surge period
and recharge water to reduce
subsidence rate for the city
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Significant of Saen Saeb Canal
and Adjacent open spaces
King’s Dike

Transect Analysis | Urban Core
Transect Analysis | Actively Development
Transect Analysis | Peripheral and Rural Area
Chao Praya’s
Dike

Flood way

Saen Saeb Canal

The Loop: Release System
by using water from Chao Praya
River to dilute polluted water in dry
season

Don Mueng
Airport

Historic Urban
Core

Downtown

Mixed-use

Medium Density
Residential Area

Peripheral areas

Downtown Sub
Urban area

Agricultural Area

Potential for the future of Bangkok
In 1837, King Rama III period, Saen Saeb canal was constructed for
transportation and military purposed to connect the urban core to
Bang Pakong River in Cha Chachoengsao province. Nowadays,
Saen Saeb is an only canal that serves the city as a transportation
function by using the boat from Phanfah Lilas Bridge in the historic
area to Bang Kapi district. At the same time, as a transverse canal,
it supports the city drainage system in order to protect the inner
city and CBD in flooding season. The various transects along the
canal can emphasize the structures and also the social values of
the city. The significant of Sean Seab canal indicates transects that
are cutting through the various fabric of the city from the urban
core to the downtown commercial district, residential area,
periphery, and crossing the dike into the farmland. From the
investigation, the critical issues of water management are on the
storm surge or high tide period that water in the canal cannot
drain out to the river and ocean.

The holding capacity of the canal, retention pond is not enough to
retain the number of waters which make the city vulnerable from
flooding. Due to the land subsidence issue, the worst-case
scenario will occur in next 40 years when 60 percent of the city is
lower than sea level following the current sinking rate around 1
inch per year and sea level rise rate around 1 inch per 10 years.
From this situation, the supportive spaces to retain the water are a
significant part of future urban development to live with water.
On the phase01 investigation, this research uses the combinations
of analytical mapping urban transects as primary tools that based
on the GIS data, site observations and aerial photos in order to
understand the urban patterns, structures, and different
characteristics of the city. The understanding of the intertwining
relationship between the city structure and canal has been used as
the frameworks and indicators to identify the new roles of the
canal and adjacent open spaces in different transects of the city.

Saen Saeb Canal
Potential Connection
between Saen Saeb
Canal and future Subway
systems

Interconnection of
mass transit systems

Suwannabhumi Airport

Top: Blue and Green Infrastructure System
Bottom: Mass Transit Connection System
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Sean Saeb Canal and Urban Fabrics
The mixed structure of land uses and urban fabric along Saen Saeb
Canal illustrated the patterns, density, variations of programs.

Chapter Two

Low Density Residential
Medium Density
High Density Residential
High Rise Residential
Slum
Mixed Use

Department Store
Commercial
Education
Government
Temple
Historic Distric

Palace
Cultural Space
Industrial
Stadium
Agriculture
Vacant Land

N
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Ban Krua Community

Makkasan Area

Asoke District

: Chinese commercial
district mixed with
rowhouse residential
areas

: Old-high density Muslim
community

: A future complex development
project, a property of the railway
department that contains three
sections: 1. Railyard and service
Building 2. green undeveloped area
3. makkasan retention pond for water
purification process for the city

: Central working District mixed with the
commercial education, and high-density
residential area.
: intersection points of 3 main rail systems and
water taxi station. A critical area for high usage
of water taxi during rush hours

FOCUS SITE A: Downtown and
Makkasan Monkey’s cheek

MATCH LINE B

Bobae District

: Starting point of Saen Saeb
water taxi route and also
tourist boat trip to Ratanakosin
areas

MATCH LINE A

Phanfah Bridge Pier

D

E

+
C

B

+

A

+

+

+
+
+

+

+

+

Phra Nakorn District

Secondary Ratanakosin District

Patumwan District:

Lumpini Park

Benjakiti Park

: Central historic and

: The central historical and

: Central Commercial areas and tourist

:142 Acres public park of the

: 52 Acres public park

preserve area of Bangkok

commercial area of Bangkok that

attractions. The pattern of this district

city for multi functions and

for active recreation

that use for cultural and

mixed commercial, temple, and

shows mixed land-use of department

activities

with retaining pond and

royal family events.

residential area

stores, shop-house, university and

convention center

0

2000 ft.

Symbols

school, high-rise residential and
government sector properties. All day
High traffic flow and density district.

Transect Analysis | Urban Core

Public Openspace

Airport Rail Link

Private Openspace

BTS Sky Train

Temple

MRT Subway

High Density Community
/ Informal Settlement
High-Rise Condominium

Pier
Canal intersection Point

Vacant Lots
Agriculture

Potential Access Spot
10 Min. Walking
Distances
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Chapter Two

Lad Prao Canal:

Rama 9 Retention Pond

: Mixed used of office
buildings, commercial and
high density residential

: Main Drainage canal
Active project: organize intrusive
structures and Rebuild housing for
slum area along the canal to maintain
canals profile sections and control
wasted water from household units

: Water purification project that can
contain water 10,875 CB.M. and
directly connect to a drain tunnel.
This pond surrounded by high-density
community, an operation part, and
museum

MATCH LINE A
MATCH LINE B

Rachada - Huay Kwang Districst

Saphan Sung District

Rajamangala stadium
And Ramkamhang University

A transitional area from urban to
peripheral-low Density residential
area that indicates the pattern of
housing area with vacant lands

: Main stadium for recreations and
events surrounded by high-density
apartments for college students
and private residential areas.

+

FO
and CUS
Ra SITE
ma
9 MB: Ca
on nals
key
’s c inters
he
ek ectio
n

+
+

F

+
+

E

+

+

Transect Analysis | Active Development

+

Thonglhor Eakkamai Districts

Connection point between
Saen Seab Canal and Ton Canal

: Main commercial areas and
tourist destinations mixed
with high density and highincome residential, high-rise
condominium

: Main drainage channel in flooding
seasons for an inner city area

Suan Luang District
0

Medium density residential
area. Mostly housing
projects with medium land
cost than Sukhumvit areas

2000 ft.

Symbols

Public Openspace

Airport Rail Link

Private Openspace

BTS Sky Train

Temple

MRT Subway

High Density Community
/ Informal Settlement
High-Rise Condominium

Pier
Canal intersection Point

Vacant Lots
Agriculture

Potential Access Spot
10 Min. Walking
Distances
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Chapter Two

Bangkopi District

Kum Retention Pond

: critical land subsidence around 1 inch
per year with medium density mixed-use
district

: Retention pond that can contain
water 148,000 cb.M. with public park
programs surrounded by low density
residential

Bang Chan
Industrial District

Mean Buri Market

King Dike Project

Floodway area

: As a downtown commercial area for
Mean Buri districs

: Major dikes for the city by
elevated roads to protect the
city area

: Mean Buri - Nong Jok Districs with low
density residential , vacant lands, and
agricultural areas

+
+
FOCUS SITE C:
Peripheral subsidence land

+
H

+

+

+

G

0

2000 ft.

Symbols

Transect Analysis | Periphery and Rural Area

Public Openspace

Airport Rail Link

Private Openspace

BTS Sky Train

Temple

MRT Subway

High Density Community
/ Informal Settlement
High-Rise Condominium

Pier
Canal intersection Point

Vacant Lots
Agriculture

Potential Access Spot
10 Min. Walking
Distances
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Chapter Two

Transect A: Historic
Rattanakosilp Area

Transect B: Transitional Area Between
Historical districts and Down town

Typology B-3
Typology A-3, 4

Typology B-1

Shop House

Sra Ket Temple
Cultual Place

Jim Thomson
Museum
Cultural Thai Silk
House

Saen Saeb Shop House
Canal
Connecting
Point to inner
city area

Transect C: Downtown

Saen Saeb Shop House Baan Krua
Canal
Community
Connecting
High Density
Point to inner
Musilim
city area
Community area

Typology B-2
Typology C-4

Transect D: Makkasan Area

BTS Skytrain
Siam Square Interchange Station

Patumwananurak Park
Public Urban
Park

Central Wold Plaza
: Departmentstore MultiPurpose Plaza

Sean Seab
Canal
Major Boat
Stop area

Commercial
Building
: Whole Sale
Departmne Store

Typology-D-5
Typology A-1

Mixed-Use Building
Nai Lert Park Hotel
and Office Building

Transect E: Residential and Mixed Use

Sean Seab
Canal
Witthayu Boat
Stop

Typology A-1

Office Building
: Department store
Multi-Purpose Plaza

Vacant Land
Covered by Grass land
and Remnant Trees

Typology C-1

Transect F: Rama9 Monkey’s
Cheeks

Somdet Saranrat
Maneerom Public
Park
Sport fields and Play
Ground

Sean Seab
Canal

Sean Seab
Canal

Mixed Shop

Mixed informal
settlements and High
density one storey
building

Temporary
structures
building along
the railway

Airport Rail Link

Makkasan Factory Railway of Thailand
Rail yard and maintenance service.
Future Development: Makkasan Complex Project

Makkasan
Station

Makkasan Retention Pond
261,600 CB.M Retention pond with
natural purification process and
intersection of Sam Sane and Saen
Saeb Canals

Green Open Space

Typology D-1

High Density
Community Area
Rung Poun
Community

Medium Density
Residential Area
Sport fields and Play
Ground

Mixed-Use Rowhouse

Sam Sane
Canal

Recreational spaces under highway

Eakamai
Retention Pond
3,500 CB.M.
Concrete retention
pond

Typology B-4
Typology C-1

Medium Density
Residential Area
Sport fields and Play
Ground

Informal Settlements

Typology B-6

Typology C-5

Railway and
Airport Link

Typology A-3
Typology C-1

Private Property
Parking Space

Khamen Canal
Water gate and pump

Highway
Parking Space
under Highway
Area

Transect G: Periphery

Rama 9
Community

Rama 9
Retention pond
10,875 CB.M. Retention
pond with purifaction
Process that connect to Lad
Prao Canal

Rama 9
Community

Lad Proa
Canal
Major northsouth drainage
canal with
dense informalsettlements along
the canal

Typology C-2
Typology C-1

Sri Bunruang Temple

Sean Seab
Canal
Sri Bunruang
Boat stop

Eduaction and
Government Area
NIDA Business School and
Government Office

Medium Density
Residential Area
Khlong Chan
Apartment
Typology C-1

Transect H: Industrial District

Bang Peng Tai
Temple

Sean Seab
Canal

Bang Peng Nua
Temple
Temple with Float
ting Market Activity

Typology B-2

Bang Chan Industrial
Distric

Lum Bung Kum Canal

Typology C-5

Bang Chan Community
Mulim Commnity and
Muslim Mosque

Lum Kret Canal

Retention Pond
Mulim Commnity and
Muslim Mosque
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High Density
Residential Area

Saen Saeb Canal
Edge Typology
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Chapter Two

Concrete Beam

Concrete Wall
Concrete Column
and Footing

Sediment

Canal Edge Typologies
Tectonics and spatial quality
From the observation of Sean Saeb canal, entire water infrastructure
was constructed by the pre-fabricated concrete in a modular system
including 01 columns and footing 02 Concrete panels 03 Concrete
Beam 04 Concrete Slab for pathway and 05 the railing module
either concrete or round steel options. The sectional profile of the
canal edge is straightly cut, 8.5-15 feet deep perpendicular to the
ground and water surface with average water around +0.00- -0.30
m. MSL. As the central transportation canal, Saen Saeb canal has to
maintain the fluctuation of water in a range of -0.70 - +0.70 m. MSL.

Flood 2011 | WL. +2.10-2.56 m
High Flood | WL. +1.90 m
Average | WL. -0.30 m
(-0.70-+0.70)

The classification process indicated the different canal edge
typologies of this canal into four main typologies
Typology A: No access and Block conditions
Typology B: Narrow Path conditions
Typology C: Connect to open space conditions
Typology D: Over the water Conditions
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Axonometric Edge Construction
An explanation of construction methods of
concrete embankment of Saen Saeb Canal
and relationship to different water levels
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Typology A

Chapter Two

Typology A-1
: Boundary Wall

Typology A-2
: Row House

No Access | Block Condition
The canal edge typology A illustrates the
narrow conditions between the canal and
adjacent parcels that occur mostly in urban
core historical district from Phanfah Lilas
bridge to Prompong Districts. The density of
fabric illustrates the transformation and
historical developments of the buildings and
canal edge that makes the canal inaccessible;
covered by fences and informal settlements,
or as a part of the building conditions. This
type obstructs the canal connectivity, set
back, and also complicated for future
developments.

Typology A-3
: Break Water Narrow
Canal Condition

Typology A-4
: Concrete Slope
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Typology A-5
: Informal Settlement

Chapter Two

Typology A-6
: Off-Canal Boat Dock
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Typology B
Narrow Path Conditions
The canal edge typology B indicate the
narrow pathway around 2-5 feet on canal
setback area that adjacent to the property
lines of a building. Mostly, the separation
between the canal edge and private/
public properties was divided by a solid
wall. The access point to the canal is on
the intersection spot from a secondary
road that passes through the fabric and
connects the main road to the canal. The
primary limitation to develop this edge
type is a territory between a public and
private property that requires negotiation,
engagement, and contribution between
private and public sector in order to
expand the boundary of the canal.

Chapter Two

Typology B-1
: Path and Wall

Typology B-2
: Wall and Fence

Typology B-3
: Treated Wall

Typology B-4
: Sub Canal
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Typology B-5
:Property Wall

Chapter Two

Typology B-6
:Expanded Structure
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Typology C

Chapter Two

Typology C-1
:Connected to Open Space

Typology C-2
:Temple and Waterfront Pavilion

Connecting to
Open Spaces Conditions
This type shows a more extensive space from
the canal edge to surround open spaces include
vacant land, existing park, main street, under
highway space, or waterfront access to the
temple. The canal edge typology C divides into
two initial conditions; 01. Typical concrete edge
module condition in the urban and periphery
and 2. natural edge condition on the rural area
of the city. This condition provides easier access
compare to type A, B, and has more
opportunity for future developments. The major
constraint for this type is the continuation of the
pathway which limited the connectivity along
the canal. Mostly, open spaces are treated as
underutilized abandon spaces for the city.
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Typology C-3
: Decorated Wall in Historic Districts

Chapter Two

Typology C-4
: Eroded Edge

Typology C-5
: Natural Edge
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Typology D

Chapter Two

Typology D-1
: Water Gate

Typology D-2
:Pedestrain Bridge

Over Water Conditions
The typology D included special features that
constructed over the water such as water gate,
crossing bridge both pedestrian and vehicle,
railway bridge, and Boat dock/ Pier for a water
taxi. The structures constructed by steel and
concrete with separate structure from the canal
edge. The pedestrian crossing bridge provides
the connection across the canal for the
community area. This type highlights on the
potential access and interaction points between
neighborhood, fabric, and canal, which concerns
as the primary access spots for the city.
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Typology D-3
: Vehicle Bridge

Chapter Two

Typology D-4
: Rail Bridge

Typology D-5
: Boat Dock
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Chapter Two

Learning Toward
Relevant Precedents
101
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Chapter Two

George Town Canals
George Town, Washington D.C. | James Corner Field Operations
Process and Approach
Georgetown Canal Plan owned by Georgetown Heritage with
National park Service, Georgetown Business Improvement Services
and D.C. Office and Planning. The project shows the relation of the
development strategy to the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal National
Historical Park. The project illustrates the canal restoration process,
which highlight on the “bottom up” approach by using the public
engagement and social participation as a major part to identify
the activities and programs. The new developments were able to
maintain the site’s characteristic through reflecting on its existing
materials and spaces.
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Chapter Two

Gowanus Canals

Brooklyn, NY. USA | Scape, Dland Studio
Process and Approach
The project illustrated the strong point on the environmental
aspect and social interaction to the canal by using 3 following
major strategies: 1. Low-land restoration by bringing back the
tidal marshland and brackish ecosystem to the urban area and
canal around the transition area between main river and canal
while integrating the social recreational programs to the site | 2.
Reconstruct the edges along the canal in order to absorb the storm
water and also re-treat the polluted water in the canal| 3. Redevelop
the street-scape by using the bio-swales and green corridor
to connect the park and public path. The 3 majors’ strategies
were educated to the volunteers and students to empower the
community for the land stewardship and public involvement.
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Chapter Two

Dutch Dikes

Rotterdam, Netherland | LOLA Studio
Process and Approach
: The project critiques on the single purpose infrastructure such
as dike and polder of Rotterdam by propose variation of multifunctional design applications for the future of the city. The
proposal reveals the possibility of the programs and usages of the
dike while provide a connectivity and mitigate the city from flood
and storm surge. The large scale and design application support
a notion of infrastructure improvement and also the evaluation
of the existing infrastructure system. The long-term master plan
unfolded the considered factors of the implementation and also
strategic framework for the city. This project benefited to the
thesis in methodology and investigation process to pursue an
understanding between large and small scale of the project.
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Chapter Two

Resist Delay Store Discharge
Haboken, NJ. USA |Rebuild by Design, OMA

Process and Approach
: The project explains the comprehensive urban water strategies
that cooperate to the existing water infrastructure by suggested
new operations to the system in order to protect the city from
flooding and storm surge. The distinctive operations and roles of
each urban elements were used for different purposes for climate
mitigation. The relevant point of the project highlights on the
strategic masterplan and operative infrastructures that assigned to
different elements and locations of the city.
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Chapter Two

Arden Macaulay in Transition

Melbourne, Australia
By Nigel Bertram, Catherine Murphy, Rutger Pasman
Process and Approach
: The research project summarizes the water urban strategy
without raising the barrier or protection by introducing new
methods such as water filtration, store, and etc. Which based on
the existing conditions of the city. This project establishes the
combining of soft and hard solution, above and underground
strategies as water management tools and also benefit the city as
public spaces. The solid thoughts reveal by the construction detail
drawing that show the tectonic of intervention and the existing
condition. As a result, the investigation emphasizes the spatial
quality and environmental aspects of the city with their new design
interventions.
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Chapter Three

Design Principles

Climate Adaptive Canals
and Open Space Networks
| Adaptation – Connection – Response |

Design proposal focuses on the canal edge tectonics and
adjacent open spaces along the canal in order to hold the
water as monkey’s cheeks (water retention area) to mitigate
flooding and increase the holding capacities. At the same
time, design intervention enhances the public spaces for
the city, which can be used in every day and flooding
seasons by providing access and connections between canal
edges and city area. The design strategies aim to transform
the canals from linear engineering solution to multifunctional infrastructures in both hydrology and public
realms for the city. The design proposal proposes two main
principles by combining all the systhesis knowledge from
chapter one and two. The first principle is “Living with
water: Flood and Sea Level Rise,” focuses on the physical
– behavior and perception to live with water not live by
water.
01 Turning disaster to an opportunity
: an advantage from flooding by providing rooms for water
and use the water to make benefit for the city and people
02 Transforming
: transform the rigid canal structure to climate adaptive
multi-functional infrastructures
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03 Be a sponge
: concern a permeability development approach to retain
water and also recharge water to the aquifer to reduce the
subsidence rate
The second principles aim to “reconnect the relationship
between people-canal and city” by rethink through the
figure and ground of Bangkok’s fabric
04 Connect water corridor within the fabric
: re-create connections and accessibilities between canal
and city
05 Enhance floodable public open spaces
:by recoding the adjacency spaces along the canal to serve
as both water and social spaces for neighborhood and
public
06 Re-organize the fabric
: by negotiating the building orientations and concern to
the future development in order to provide a relationship of
open spaces to the fabric of the city
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Design Principles
Flood and Sea Level Rise

People Canal and City

“physical – behavior and perception
to live with water not live by water”

“Across – Along – Align”

01 Turning disaster to an opportunity
: An advantage from flooding by
providing rooms for water and use the
water to make benefit for the city and
people
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02 Transforming the rigid canal
: Transform existing canal structure
to climate adaptive multi-functional
infrastructures

03 Be a sponge
: Concern a permeability development
approach to retain water and also
recharge water to the aquifer to reduce
the subsidence rate

04 Connect water corridor
within the fabric
: Re-create connections and
accessibilities between canal and city

05 Enhance flood-able
public open spaces
: Re-coding the adjacency spaces along
the canal to serve as both water and social
spaces for neighborhood and public

06 Re-organize the fabric
: Negotiating the building orientations
and concern to the future development
in order to provide a relationship of
open spaces to the fabric of the city
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Design Strategy
According to design principles, the project came up with 3 Design
strategies and four operations that focus on the climate adaptive
infrastructures:

01

02

03

Convey and Release

Retain and Recharge

Retain and Recharge

Maximize Canal Capacity

Transforming Monkey’s cheeks

Finding small Monkey’s Cheeks

Convey and Release operations
01 Maximize Canal Capacity
: By increase the capacity of the canal sectional profile to increase
canal depth and width for more capacity and flow rate on flooding
seasons. At the same time provide a connective corridor for the
city and urban ecology.
Retain and Recharge operations
02 Monkey’s cheeks | Retention Pond
: increasing the holding capacity of the retention basin by breaking
the sectional limitation of the existing pond and considering the
natural edge slope for more expansion areas on flooding seasons.
The holding strategy will help the city as water recharge spaces to
the aquifer that reduces the subsidence rate of the city. Moreover,
the strategy provides the surrounding open spaces and
development as public realms for the neighborhood.
03 Finding small Monkey’s Cheeks
: Re-read the adjacent open spaces and settlements along the
canal to find the opportunity of expansion spaces to hold the
water and also accommodate neighborhood and public with
various programs for the city as public spaces. This strategy can
expand to the other infrastructures of the city such as highway,
roads, etc. as a part of the strategy in a broader context. This
design applications will use as a guideline tool that applies to the
specific context for a different part of the city.
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Convey and Release
A | Canal

Retain and Recharge
B | Monkey’s Cheeks

Existing Condition

A1 Cantilever
Existing Natural Pond Condition

A2 Floating

A3 Vegetation Step

A5 Energy Generation

A5 Energy Generation

A6 Vegetation Step and Container

B1 Multi-Purpose
Monkey’s Cheeks

Existing Concrete
Pond Condition

B2 Multi-Purpose
Monkey’s Cheeks
A7 Container
120
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Retain and Recharge
C | Small Monkey’s Cheeks

C1 Temple’s Water front
as Cultural Terrace

C3 Floodable Multi Functional Plaza

C2 Floodable Terrace for Recreation and
Ecological Improvement

C4 Floodable Pocket Park for Recreation
and Retain Water

C5 Re-organize Informal Settlements/
High Density Community as a part of the city
122
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Retain and Recharge
C | Small Monkey’s Cheeks
Every Infrastructures can be Adaptive
Water and Cultural infrastructures

D1 Transform Expressway
as Green Corridor

D4 Building as Retention Spaces
124

D3 Recharged Railway

D2 Recharged Road and
Pathway

D5 Combining Urban Forest
and Future Development
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Projection |
Design Intervention

Chapter Three

Connecting Pathway
with Floating Garden

Connecting path
along row house

Cantilever Path with
step vegetation edges

Step-Vegetation Edge
with connecting Pathway

Hybrid Concrete Slope
: Improve canal ecosystem

Multi-purpose
terraces for temples

Testing ideas
Design intervention focuses on holding capacity,
connectivity and extension spaces by using the
adjacent open spaces along the canal to hold the
water as monkey’s cheeks (water retention area)
to mitigate flooding and reduce the limitation of
canal capacities. At the same time, design
intentions to enhance the public spaces for the
city which can be used in every day and flooding
seasons by providing access and connections
between canal edges and city area.
The axon diagrams illustrate the variations of
path types and multi-components that transform
the rigid infrastructure to generate either
ecology or holding more water combining with
the in-land strategy. The primary concern of the
intervention highlights on the existing conditions
of the edge and fabric consists of existing
elevation, edge condition, existing building and
structure, and also the landowner. The variation
of design applications would be applied to the
specific site condition as a guideline for new
infrastructures.

Water Level
Human Flow
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Floodable agricultural space and
floating structures

Chapter Three

Re-organized informal settlement
for floodable open spaces

Floodable and Flexible
Community Spaces
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Section A | Urban Core Commercial District
Recharge

Retain and Recharge

Retain

Convey

Cistern
Water Recharge to Aquifer

Connect to Central World plaza

Connect sean seab canal to Patumwananurak urban park
and improve floodability and activity in the park

A6: Reconnect Pathway
and Expand Canal Edge

Sean Seab Canal

A1: Unbound
the canal edge

Section B | Mixed-use and Residential area
Convey and Release

Neighborhood Area

A1/ A7

Recharge

A7:
More room for
People and Water

Connect canal with the inner road by
improve streetscapes and pedestiran
networks

Section C | Monkey’s Cheek-Rama9 Retention Pond
Retain and Recharge

Retain and Recharge

Retain and Recharge

Retain and Recharge

Water Recharge to
Aquifer

Water Recharge to Aquifer

D1: Linear infrastructure networks

Pathway

Community multi-purposes court

Retain and Recharge

Convey

Water Recharge to
Aquifer

B2: Improve holding

Section D | Agricultural Land

Rama 9 Retention

B2: Improve holding Capacity and

Community multi-purposes court

Lad Prao Canal

C3

Section E | Pheriphery Temple
Retain and Recharge
Retain and Release

Agricultural Fields
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Retain and Recharge

Retain and Recharge

Convey

Convey

A2/ C4: Softer Edge for Pheripheral area

A2/ C1: Softer Edge fand improve
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Future Vision

Chapter Four

Recharging Bangkok
The visionary plan illustrates all projective new relationship between
open space and canal networks for Bangkok. According to the
proposal of water retention area plan form the government, that
indicate the potential retention ponds and new route of giant drain
tunnels that could be used as flood mitigation tools around the city
approximately one million (Department of drainage and sewage,
Royal Thai Survey, Royal Irrigation Department. “Future Water
Retention”)
The process of this plan began by re-read the figure and ground
combined with the aerial photo to find the under-utilized spaces
adjacent to the major canal of the city. From the investigation found
that Bangkok can gain all of these networks of canals and under
utilized open space as a retention and recharge spaces for the city
which benefit in both monsoon flooding season, common space
and also reduce the land subsidence rate by recharge the aquifer.

Great Flood 2011
(Highest Flood Level)

Flood 2010
(Average Flood Level)

Flood 2006
(High Flood Level)

Water Gate

Pump Station

Drain Tunnel

Daily Flow
Direction

Flood Season
Flow Direction

Retention Pond

MRT Subway

Airport Rail Link

Private
Open Spaces

Propose
Recharge Spaces

BTS Sky Train

Public
Open Spaces
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Future Vision

Strategic Framework For
Climate Adaptive Infrastreucture
The Axon map shows the strategic framework
of the Saen Saeb Canal by combines three
main strategies regarding the design
strategies in chapter three.

Chapter Four

Transect | Urban Core
Transect | Actively Development
Transect | Periphery

Transformed and
Reconnected The Canal
: Expand the canal edge to provide more room and
flexibility of usages along the canal. The proposal
primarily focuses on three transects including urban
core, actively developed, and periphery area

Adjacent Open Spaces
As Small Retention
: adjacencies are classified with three strategies to use a
framework for future developments. Including 1.
Improve the existing parkland / green spaces by
creating the new connection to the canal 2. guideline
for vacant land for the future developments and 3 ReOrganize fabric that concerns on the existing land
improvement as a part of the strategy

Accessibility and
Urban Connectivity
: major interconnection points from the main roads to
the Sean Saeb canal and other canal networks

Improve Existing
Green Space
Vacant Land
Re-Organize Fabric
Primary Connections
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Makkasan
Retention Pond

Under Highway Park

Existing
Public Park

Sam Sane Canal

Re-Organize
Informal Settlement

Makkasan
Retention Pond

Under Highway Park

Future Complex Development

Airport Rail
Link Station
Retention pond
and Urban Forest

Airport Rail
Link Station

Re-organize
Community Area

Recreational and
Commercial Spaces

Mixed-Use District
Existing Urban Park
Main Boat Dock
and Plaza

Detail A
: Recharge Park

Small Retention Space

Saen Saeb Canal

Propose Green Corridor

Mixed-Use District
Core Commercial District

BTS Sky Train Line

Core Commercial District

Framework Transects | Urban Core
According to the fabric density in the urban core commercial
district area, the proposal focuses on the narrow path and
expansion spaces along the canal by applying the cantilever and
step wetland terrace in order to keep the canal conveying and
releasing water from the urban area. At the same time, the
adjacencies highlight on the existing urban park, high-density
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residential areas, and the Makkasan retention pond as flood rooms
network. On the northern part of the map, the proposal suggests
a guideline for the future complex development land adjacent to
the Makkasan retention pond as completely floodable
development by elevated the building up and provide the open
ground spaces for the city.
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A | Recharge Park

: Urban Core Commercial District
For the urban core commercial district,
the strategy applies to the existing
inaccessible experimental field to be a
recharge area for the city. The wetland
terrace and folded back retention space
will provide more room for water while
enhancing the urban ecology for the city.
In addition, the narrow strips along the
other side of the canal covered by
property fences will transform to
promenade that improve the urban
connectivity. In order to achieve, the
negotiation process with the different
landlords and stakeholders play a
significant part of the implementation
process to contribute the canal edges for
the public.

Crossing Bridge

Multi functional
Building

EL. +2.75M

EL. +2.60M

EL+2.50M

TW.+2.50M

Grading Soil

Soft Clay Layer

Urban Promenade

Saen Saeb Canal

Treatment Terrace

Flood Plan Forest and Rain

Detention Pond

Recreational Path

Retention Pond

Upland Forest

Sand and Bangkok
Aquafier Layer

Stiff Silty Clay Layer
Hard Silty Clay Layer
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Lad Prao Canal

Detail C
: Monkey’s Cheek

Government Property

Improve Exisitng Park

High Density Residential

Sam Sean Canal

Mixed use and
High Density Residential

Commercial Area

Community Park for Re-organized
High Density Residential Area

Detail B
: Pocket Space
Airport Rail Link Station

Medium Density Residential

Recharged Park

Sean Saeb Canal

Mixed use and
High Density Residential

Improve Exisitng Park

Framework Transects | Actively Development
In the active development area that consists of mixed-use and
high-density residential area. The study found the informal
settlements situated along with the canal site and under the
elevated expressway area. The projective framework focuses on
the finding process for small monkey’s cheek within the community
area, underutilized spaces, and re-organize the high-density
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community and informal settlement along the canal. In additions,
on the critical hydrological issue around the intersection of the
Saen Saeb canal, Rama 9 Retention pond, and Lad Prao Canal
found the potential use of vacant spaces under the highway as
retention spaces for the city.
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Office Building

Community
Mosque

FL+2.65M

FL+2.75M

Grading Soil
Soft Clay Layer

Stiff Clay Layer

B | POCKET SPACES
: Community Gathering Area

For the mixed use and high-density urban area of Bangkok, most
of areas are blocked by the property fences of the private
properties that were mixed with the low-income community area
along the canal side. The cantilever edge tectonic type is
introduced to increase the flow rate to release the water out of the
city through the wider canal profile. Combining with the retain
operation by turning adjacent vacant lands to pocket sponge civic
parks to hold the water during flood season and also benefit the
neighborhood as a community space.
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Sand and Bangkok
Aquafier Layer

EL+2.50M
Promenade With
Cantiliever Type

Saen Saeb Canal

TW+2.50M
Promenade with
Stepped Wetland

Multi Purpose
Pocket Space

Raise Ground Floor
Above 2.60M.

Stiff Silty Clay Layer
Hard Silty Clay Layer
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C | MONKEY’S CHEEKS
: Retention Pond

An example site highlight on the future development for the adjacent
retention pond. This pond is used as a kidney of the city by operating
the air system to purify water from the Ladprao canal and drain into
Saeb Saeb canal and direct to the Chao Phraya River by the great
tunnel. The existing pond is covered by concrete edges and highdensity informal residences; the proposal will turn the critical hydrologic
site in to 100 floodable spaces by introduce the step wetland combined
with the natural edges of the slope to increase the holding capacity of
the pond and canal. By reorganizing the community into the modular
elevated buildings that can live with flood and help the city as flood
motivational tools for the future development.

Renovated Museum

EL+3.00M

EL+2.50M

EL+2.50

EL+3.00

FG+1.00M

EL+2.50

Top Soil
Soft Clay Layer
Stiff Clay Layer

Sand and Bangkok
Aquafier Layer

Floodable Terrace

Canal

Terraced
Wetland

New Building
for Rama 9 Pond

Terraced Wetland

Retention
Pond: Combine
Aerated and
Vegetated
Purification
System

Natural Edge Slope

Renovated Museum

Multi Purpose and
Pocket Space

High Point Path

Permeable Road
and Parking

Highway Storm
water Catchment
and Recharge
Strip park

Stiff Silty Clay Layer
Hard Silty Clay Layer
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Improve Program and
Connectivity for Koum
Raetention Pond
Real Estate Property

Recreational Space
Mixed Use Area

Detail E
: Productive Field

Real Estate Property
High Density
Residential

Recharge Space

Detail D
: Cultural Promenade

Recharge Space

Framework Transects | periphery
On the lower density area of periphery regarding the urban
spaces, the proposal deals with the scattered open space parcels
surrounded by the neighborhood and also the temples and
real-estate properties. The primary focus is on the permeability
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developments and the interrelation of new open space network
and community. The connection between the Koum retention
pond and Sean Saeb canal provides a new green space network
for this area of the city.
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EL+2.50

EL+2.50

FG+1.90

FG+1.50

Top Soil
Soft Clay Layer

Stiff Clay Layer

D | CULTURAL PROMENADE
: Temple Water Front

As a part of the culture, temple is the center of Thai
community. The water front site transformed to the
multi-functional promenade with terracing, pier, and
floating platform for either everyday spaces or cultural
events such as water festival, Loy kratong festival. The
formal geometric language combines the main walkway
with function and retention spaces including multipurpose lawn, sunken gathering spaces, meditation
forests, and waterfront plaza.
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Sand and Bangkok
Aquifer Layer

Pocket Recharge
Area

Water Front
Promenade

Saen Saeb Canal

Floating Platform Cultural
and Pier
Promenade

Pocket Recharge
Area

Floodable
Meditation
Space

Stiff Silty Clay Layer
Hard Silty Clay Layer
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E | PRODUCTIVE FIELD

: Agriculture and Periphery area
The vacant lots and existing green spaces
surrounded by neighborhood are transformed
to the productive agricultural and aquaculture
fields for the surrounded community. The
pattern of the farming spaces and pond
provides water holding area for irrigation
purpose and delay the water in raining season.

EL+2.50

EL+2.50

EL+2.50

Top Soil
Soft Clay Layer

Aqua Cultural Pond

Agricultural Field
For Community

Retention Pond
for Farming

Floating
Platform

Natural Slope Edge

Saen Saeb Canal

Path

Stiff Clay Layer

Sand and Bangkok
Aquafier Layer

Stiff Silty Clay Layer
Hard Silty Clay Layer
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Sean Saeb Canal | Urban Transects

Chapter Two

Findings + Conclusions
Through an intensive investigation during this thesis, it becomes
apparent that the understanding of flooding, water management,
and climate-adaptive multi-functional infrastructures is crucial to
addressing prompting water-related issues in Bangkok and its
potential future improvements. In particular, the critical issues of
the relationship between dynamic water components and various
city transformation processes, either physical, behavior, or
perception. The investigation indicates the complexity between
scale that requires the understanding in both greater context and
specific fabric of the city in order to investigate these issues. The
results of this project for different aspects of the problem, as
studied in different chapters can be summarized below:
Chapter one
This chapter includes previous results from a project in the
Research Theory Design Class, Independent Study Program in
winter session 2019 and those from an earlier part of Phase one
thesis which focuses on the understanding of flooding issues,
water management, and urban structure and system of Bangkok
throughout the history. The findings have revealed the complex
and dynamic relationship between Bangkok’s fabric, formations,
and canal system due to environmental changes. The descending
of city elevation from land-subsidence impacted the flood
protection system of Bangkok while the sea level is rising and the
impact of flooding is increasing. The water management system
will not operate to drain the water out of the city in the future
regarding the projection rate. The understanding of the crucial
underlying problem of substandard water management system in
Bangkok and the change of water/ climate parameters present an
opportunity for us to rethink and reconsider the Bangkok canals as
multi-purpose infrastructures that may lead to a solution to the
water-related issues that the city is facing and also potential future
improvements.
Chapter two
With the understanding gained from a thorough review in Chapter
one, I carefully use the theory of unboundedness as an analytical
lens to study the issues that Bangkok is facing. The results reveal
that the context and system between Saen Saeb canal to other
canal networks that pursue an understanding of the canal flow
system and disconnected issues to the city in current situations.
From the observation of the canal edge tectonic by boat
observation indicates many limitations from inferior construction,
structures, and developments due to future scenarios. The
repetitive edge typology that based on one core concrete module
cannot sufficiently handle the large impacts of flooding and sea
level rise that may worsen in the future. The carefully selected
precedents provide both research and practice-based knowledge
for a canal investigation that suggests either city scale strategies or

a site-scale intervention is necessary. In order to delve further into
this issue, an integration process of a more substantial water
infrastructure scale and a small tectonic-scale study is required. My
preliminary results have led to a projective design strategy by
combing the canal edge tectonic developments with the other
system such as open spaces and retention pond to provide rooms
for water during flooding season.
Chapter Three
In this Chapter, I utilize the results from the previous chapters and
details the design principles, strategies, and frameworks for the
exploration of climate-adaptive infrastructure. A landscape
architect has the opportunity, capacity, and responsibility to plays a
vital role towards an engineering solution mono-function canal that
can improve the canal environment in flood mitigation,
environment, urban ecology, and public realms. I propose a
strategic framework of networks of linear water infrastructures with
adjacent open spaces to improve the urban resiliency and also
revitalize the social and cultural connection between people, city,
and canal. The proposal offered the hybrid solution between
landscape and engineered a solution by keeping the canal’s
concrete edge in order to make channel conveyed water and
expanded the room over the average water level with vegetation.
The step-vegetated expand water holding spaces while also
provide a space for people and improve an urban ecology. At the
same time, the combining of new edges and adjacent open
spaces provides more flexible spaces by folded the ground to
manipulate the terrain to retain and recharge water for the city. By
doing this, the design intervention shows the opportunity to retain
water during flood season while recharging the aquifer and social
during the regular season.
Chapter Four
Finally, in this Chapter, I explore and discuss potential further
improvements to the design? Also, its prospective application to
other canal networks. The experiments and explorations focus on
applying design strategies to the specific contexts along the canal,
which offers specific programs, activities, and also the variation of
design interventions. During the design process, I found that the
proportion of potential adjacent open spaces relate to the density
of the urban fabric is 3-5, 5-10, and 20-30 percent of open spaces
from the urban core, actively developed, and periphery area,
respectively. The applied strategies illustrate the differentiation of
activities, programs, and variations of the interventions regarding
the context of design. This exploration reveals the prototypical
conditions of urban density context, religious space, periphery,
community, retention pond, and future development parcel which
could be used as primary knowledge to apply for another canal
networks.

There are three primary conclusions to the thesis
First, the understanding of synchronized urban system between
water management and other components of the city is crucial to
the development of resilient future infrastructure. Especially in
Bangkok, the notion of boundary and also the city formations are
distinct from other western terminologies. In order to investigate
this issue, the background understanding of Thai culture and
lifestyles is crucial to describing, identifying, and classifying the
mixed dynamics of Bangkok.
Secondly, in the urban infrastructural context, the territory between
landscape architecture and engineering is key to coming up with
solutions and an investigation plan. The clarification of strategic
operations: Convey, Release, Retain, and Recharge play critical
roles in deciding on hybrid design intervention between landscape
architecture and engineering solutions.
Thirdly, the implementation process requires a large-scale
collaboration of various parties that include government, public,
private sectors, local communities, academics, and professionals.
Moreover, a social engagement plan, which is tailored to different
communities, is required for the most effective results. Also, the
negotiation process for the private properties along the canal
requires for a contribution on the canal side in order to improve
the urban connectivity by using existing canals as connectors for
the city.
Finally, my investigation of Saen Saeb canal that is facing the
issues of flooding, environmental changes, and urbanization of
Bangkok has led to a conclusion that although from a perspective
of landscape architecture. A design can be created to help
mitigate these issues, the problem the city is facing is very much
fundamental and to effectively come up with a solution, a
large-scale collaboration of various parties (both governmental
and private) is required. Moreover, the people’s perception of
canals in a contemporary context as the drainage of the city
represents the most formidable challenge yet to a real application
of the design. Nonetheless, the future vision for climate adaptive
multi-functional infrastructure presented in this thesis can offer an
opportunity to help the city in future planning for flood mitigation
and the people’s perception of how to best use and improve their
water infrastructures. Potential further extensions of the results
from this thesis include a study in a larger-scale of the Bangkok
canal systems and perhaps, other waterfront cities that have similar
characteristics.
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